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Abstract—Modern large-scale networks require the ability to
withstand arbitrary failures (i.e., Byzantine failures). Byzantine
reliable broadcast algorithms can be used to reliably disseminate
information in the presence of Byzantine failures.
We design a novel Byzantine reliable broadcast protocol for
loosely connected and synchronous networks. While previous
such protocols all assume correct senders, our protocol is the
first to handle Byzantine senders. To achieve this goal, we have
developed new techniques for fault detection and fault tolerance.
Our protocol is efficient, and under normal circumstances, no
expensive public-key cryptographic operations are used.
We implement and evaluate our protocol, demonstrating that
our protocol has high throughput and is superior to the existing
protocols in uncivil executions.
Index Terms—Byzantine broadcast, reliable broadcast, fault
detection, fault tolerance, sparse networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Byzantine failures occur when a participant in a distributed
system deviates arbitrarily from the protocol specification, e.g.,
due to a software bug or a cyber attack. Protocols detecting or
tolerating such failures are particularly appealing for modern
distributed systems and network applications that increasingly
grow larger (e.g., clouds, cryptocurrency systems).
We study how to efficiently achieve reliable broadcast in
sparse networks that are subject to Byzantine failures. A sparse
network is a network with a low number of links. Examples of
sparse networks include sensor, robotic, and most real-world
networks [19], [27].
Previous Byzantine broadcast protocols for sparse networks [23]–[25] assume that senders (i.e., source nodes) who
broadcast messages are correct, while a fraction of nonsource nodes can be Byzantine. These protocols are essentially
Byzantine variants of best-effort broadcast protocols, which
guarantee that all correct processes deliver the same set of
messages only if the senders are correct. If the sender is faulty
or behaves maliciously, some nodes may deliver the message
while others may not. Our goal is to build stronger broadcast
protocols in the customary sense of reliable broadcast, one
that handles Byzantine senders.
Before proceeding to our protocol properties, we will review
and clarify models of distributed systems in terms of channel
and graph connectivity.
Channel. When considering Byzantine failures, we need
methods to provide correct sender identification. One may
generally assume authenticated channels: if a correct process
delivers a message with a correct sender, the message was
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previously sent by the sender. This model is also known as
the full Byzantine model. Basing protocols on this model
is desirable because it maximizes the fault models. One
may choose either cryptographic techniques (such as message
authentication codes (MACs) and digital signatures), or noncryptographic techniques [33].
A number of works (e.g., [23]–[25]) regard protocols designed in the full Byzantine model as “cryptography-free
protocols.” This view is slightly problematic, because authenticated channels using digital signatures, message authentication
codes, or a combination of both (e.g., SSL, TLS) dominate
Internet communication. (But the view is correct in the sense
that it does not rely on any specific cryptographic primitive
such as digital signatures.)
It is more efficient to implement the protocols using authenticated channels with MACs because MACs are much less
expensive than digital signatures. Therefore, while maximizing
the number of fault models to which the protocols can be
applied, it is desirable to design Byzantine resilient protocols
assuming authenticated channels due to efficiency concerns.
It is less convincing to argue that protocols in full Byzantine model “do not require a trusted infrastructure,” because
authentication requires an extensive setup—there must be an
agreed upon setup for the authentication model.
Lastly, we must clarify four points. First, most Byzantine
resilient protocols that explicitly use MACs, such as PBFT [9]
“[c]an be modified easily to rely only on point-to-point authenticated channels,” as commented in [9, pp. 402]. Second,
it is unnecessarily true that all Byzantine resilient protocols
using MACs also work in the full Byzantine model, because
it is difficult, if not impossible, to transform a handful of
protocols which use MACs in a more complex manner [2],
[16], [35] into ones assuming only authenticated channels.
Third, many protocols that claim to be “cryptography-free” are
the most efficient cryptographic solutions in practice because
they can be implemented simply using MACs. For instance,
the broadcast protocol that tolerates Byzantine non-source
nodes in sparse networks [25] leads to the most efficient MAC
based protocol. Four, if MACs are inadequate for designing
a cryptographic solution, another design choice (see, e.g.,
[2], [21]) is to optimize the gracious execution (i.e., the
case without failures) and to use signatures only for uncivil
executions (i.e., the case with failures).
Graph connectivity. We briefly review the graph model for
the Byzantine broadcast case. Most of these protocols are
designed for completely connected graphs [6], [9], [22], which

attempt to tolerate a maximum number of Byzantine failures.
Dolev [13] was the first to show that in order to tolerate k
Byzantine failures, it is necessary and sufficient that the
network is (2k + 1)-connected, given that there is at least
3k + 1 nodes. Later, Nesterenko and Tixeuil [26] generalized
the result in a manner that the topology is unknown and the
environment is asynchronous.
Other groups have considered the density of Byzantine
failures. These cases can be divided into two categories—
those for dense networks [5], [20], [28] and those for sparse
networks [23]–[25]. The protocols for dense networks are not
adaptable for use in sparse networks, because if they were, the
number failures that they can tolerate would be very small. In
sparse networks, the failures are best measured as the distance
between any two Byzantine nodes. A significant drawback of
the protocols in sparse networks is that they all consider only
non-faulty senders, and thereby are not secure in the customary
sense of reliable broadcast. Assuming that the sender is always
correct apparently limits the scope of deployment of these
broadcast protocols in practice. Our primary goal is to build
a reliable broadcast protocol that also tolerates Byzantine
senders in an efficient manner.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) We present the first Byzantine reliable broadcast protocol
in sparse networks that also handles Byzantine senders in
synchronous environments. Our protocol is based on Maurer
and Tixeuil (MT) [25], and has the following features:
• Our protocol provides multi-tiered security. Namely,
when the networks are synchronous, it tolerates Byzantine senders; in settings where the networks may be
asynchronous and senders are correct, our protocol still
provides meaningful consistency guarantees.
• Our protocol is optimal in its gracious execution where
there are no failures. Even in its uncivil execution, our
protocol remains more efficient than the existing protocols with similar goals.
2) We develop novel techniques in both fault tolerance and
fault detection, which are of independent interests and may
be applicable to some other scenarios such as secure routing.
3) We implement and evaluate our protocol. Our experimental
evaluation shows that our protocol has high throughput and
high failure resilience.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Byzantine broadcast: Additional related work. In the context of Byzantine failures, two classic broadcast notions are
consistent broadcast and reliable broadcast. The notion of
consistent broadcast was implicit in earlier papers on the
topic [6], [7], [34]. Byzantine consistent broadcast ensures
only that the delivered requests are the same for all receivers.
Byzantine reliable broadcast, also known as the “Byzantine
generals problem” [22], additionally guarantees that either
all correct parties deliver some request or none delivers any.
For instance, Bracha’s broadcast [6], one that assumes only
authenticated channels, is a well-known implementation of
Byzantine reliable broadcast for complete graphs.

For sparse graphs, previous works [23]–[25] all assume
correct senders. They fail to provide any meaningful reliability
properties if senders become faulty: these protocols are not
consistent broadcast, let alone reliable broadcast. One should
be aware, however, that the problem of broadcast in the
presence of Byzantine non-source nodes is still highly nontrivial, as Byzantine non-source nodes can disseminate fake
messages and lie to the network.
Byzantine fault detection. Our protocol developed new
techniques of Byzantine fault detection. In contrast to crash
failures, Byzantine failures are not context-free, and therefore
it is impossible to define a general failure detector in Byzantine
environments, independently of the algorithm itself [15].
Almost all protocols for Byzantine fault detection (and fault
diagnosis) [1], [18], [29]–[32], [37] use the idea of collecting a
proof of misbehavior by executing modified Byzantine resilient
protocols. However, the approach requires a (large) number
of rounds and a huge volume of exchanged messages to
collect the necessary information to provide such a proof.
An adversary can easily render the system even less practical by intermittently following and violating the protocol
specification. Similarly, PeerReview [17] can detect and deter
failures by exploiting accountability. It also uses a “sufficient”
number of witnesses to discover faulty replicas. An exception
is BChain [16] which does not need to regularly collect
evidence. However, BChain is an atomic broadcast protocol
for a complete graph. The technique developed in our protocol
deviates significantly from that of BChain.
Self-stabilizing Byzantine broadcast. Self-stabilization [14]
is a powerful approach to obtaining correct behavior regardless of the consistency of initial states. Specifically in
sparse networks, Maurer and Tixeuil [25] combine Byzantine
tolerance and self-stabilization to deal with both a fraction
of permanent Byzantine failures and an arbitrary number of
transient Byzantine failures. This generalizes the traditional
Byzantine broadcast. As our experimental evaluation shows,
if the senders are Byzantine, the time needed to recover from
transient failures may be prohibitively long. Our protocol,
instead, can be well applied to this scenario, yielding a more
robust and efficient protocol.
III. P RELIMINARIES
We represent the network using an undirected graph G =
(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges.
Let D be the network diameter (i.e., the maximal distance
between any two nodes). Let ∆ be the maximum degree of
G. We begin by describing several definitions.
Definition 1. (Path). A sequence of nodes X
=
(p1 , p2 , · · · , pn ) is a path if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1}, pi and
pi+1 are neighbors.
Definition 2. (Same source disjoint paths). Two paths X =
(p1 , p2 , · · · , pn1 ) and X 0 = (q1 , q2 , · · · , qn2 ) are same source
disjoint if p1 = q1 and (X\p1 ) ∩ (X 0 \q1 ) = ∅; we write
DP(p1 , X, X 0 ) = 1 to denote two paths X and X 0 with the
same source p1 . Generally, for n paths X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn , if

they share the same source node p and every two paths are
same source disjoint, we write DP(p, X1 , · · · , Xn ) = 1.
Definition 3. (Distance). The distance between two nodes pi
and pj , denoted distance(pi , pj ), is the smallest number of
edges between them.
The following definition is novel and vital to this work.
Definition 4. (Neighbor zone) Given an integer Z, the neighbor zone of a node p, denoted as NZ(p), is a set of connected
nodes {p1 , · · · , pn }, where p ∈ NZ(p) and ∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}
and i 6= j, distance(pi , pj ) ≤ 2Z.
We consider the problem of reliable broadcast in a sparse
network that can be decomposed into cycles. We borrow the
following definitions from MT [25].
Definition 5. (Cycle). A set of nodes is a cycle if there exists
a path X = (p1 , p2 , · · · , pn ) that contains all the nodes in the
set and p1 and pn are neighbors. The diameter of a cycle is
n/2 if n is even, and (n − 1)/2 if n is odd.
Definition 6. (Connected set of cycles). A set of cycles S
is connected if, ∀{C, C 0 } ⊆ S, there exists a sequence of
cycles (C1 , · · · , Cn ) such that C = C1 , C 0 = Cn and,
∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n − 1}, Ci and Ci+1 have at least two nodes
in common.
Definition 7. (Resilient decomposition). An arbitrary set of
cycles S of the network is a resilient decomposition if, for each
pair of nodes p and q, there exists a connected set S(p, q) ⊆ S
of at most ∆ cycles such that 1) Each cycle contains p and
not q; 2) Each neighbor of p (distinct from q) belongs to a
cycle of S(p, q).
Definition 8. (Z-resilient network). A network is Z-resilient
if there exists an arbitrary set of cycles S of the network such
that S is a resilient decomposition, and the diameter of the
cycles of S is at most Z.
Definition 9. ((p, q)-valid set of sequences). Let Ω be a set
of sequences, where a sequence (p1 , · · · , pn ) is a valid path
and n ≤ 4D∆2 Z. Let G(Ω) represent a subgraph (V, E) of
G such that: 1) V is the set of node identifiers in Ω; 2) For
any sequence (p1 , · · · , pn ) and i ∈ {1, · · · n}, there exists an
edge in G such that p = pi and q = pi+1 . We say that Ω
is (p, q)-valid if: 1) ∀(p1 , · · · , pn ) ∈ Ω, p1 = p and pn = q;
2) The graph G(Ω) can be decomposed into a connected set
of cycles (C1 , · · · , Cm ) such that ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, Ci and
Ci+1 has at least two nodes in common.
IV. O UR P ROTOCOL
System model. We assume a Z-resilient network where
the minimum distance between any two Byzantine nodes is
strictly greater than 2Z. A key property is that in any neighbor
zone of any sender, there is at most one faulty node. If, for
instance, the sender is faulty, all the other nodes in its neighbor
zone must be correct. We use both MACs and signatures, but
signatures are only needed in case of failures. Let hM ii denote

an authenticated message for M using signatures, signed by
a node pi . Let [M ] denote an authenticated message for M
using MACs.
Property 1. Validity: If a correct node broadcasts
a message m, then every correct node eventually
delivers m.
Property 2. No Duplication: No message is delivered
more than once.
Property 3. No Creation: If a correct node delivers
a message m with sender ps , then m was previously
broadcast by ps .
Property 4. Agreement: If a message m is delivered by
some correct nodes, then m is eventually delivered by
every correct node.
Fig. 1: Byzantine reliable broadcast specification.
Definition of Byzantine reliable broadcast. A Byzantine
reliable broadcast algorithm ensures that the correct nodes
agree on the set of messages, even when the senders of these
messages behave arbitrarily. It is characterized by the four
properties in Fig. 1 (see also [8]).
00 on receiving m0 = [s, m, (p1 , p2 , · · · , pn )]
01
if n ≥ Z then discard m0
⇐ [MT1]
02
if pn is a neighbor of pi then add m0 to pi .Rec, multicast m0
03-1 pred ← ∃X, X 0 s.t. DP(ps , X, X 0 ) = 1 for m
⇐ [MT1]
03-2 pred ← ∃(ps , pi )-valid set for m
⇐ [MT2]
04

if pred then accept m from ps , remove (s, m0 , X 0 ) from pi .Rec

Fig. 2: The MT algorithms.
The underlying MT algorithms. MT [25] presented two
simple and elegant Byzantine broadcast algorithms for sparse
networks—MT1 (a broadcast protocol) and MT2 (a selfstabilizing broadcast protocol), as depicted in Fig. 2 in pseudocode. Neither of them can tolerate faulty senders.
For both algorithms, a sender ps multicasts a message m
to all its neighbors which then multicast the message to their
neighbors, and so forth. When multicasting a message, each
node appends its identity to the message and the nodes form
a travel path X.
For MT1, a node delivers a message, if it receives a
matching message from two disjoint paths and the number of
nodes in each path does not exceed Z. MT2 removes the limit
of Z nodes identifiers. A node q waits until it receives a same
message from ps with several different paths. If the fusion of
the paths form a (ps , q)-valid set of sequences, q accepts the
message from p. As a self-stabilizing broadcast protocol, MT2
does not terminate: A node q that have already accepted any
message from a node ps , can accept another message from ps ,
and so forth.
Overview. Our protocol trades network environments for
stronger reliability, while preserving high throughput for both
fault-free and failure scenarios. To handle sender equivocation,
we combine fault detection and fault tolerance techniques. If
a sender fails to send any message to some nodes in time,

it is convenient to regard that the sender sends an “empty”
message  that is different from any messages in the usual
message space M, i.e., we consider an extended message
space M ∪ {}. We divide sender equivocation into three
types such that no matter what the graph connectivity is, any
equivocation behavior falls into one of them:
Type I: The source node sends at least three different messages
to three neighbors.
Type II: The source node sends only two different messages
and each such message reaches at least two neighbors.
Type III: The source node sends only two different messages
and one of the messages reaches only one neighbor.
10 cond:{∃(pi , pj , pk ) ∈ {Xi , Xj , Xk } & DP(ps , Xi , Xj , Xk ) = 1 &
NZ(ps , pi , pj , pk )&M.pi 6= M.pj 6= M.pk } or {∃(pi , pj , pk , pl ) ∈
{Xi , Xj , Xk , Xl } & DP(ps , Xi , Xj , Xk , Xl ) = 1 & NZ(ps , pi , pj ,
pk , pl ) &M.pi = M.pj = m & M.pk 6= m & M.pl 6= m}
20 on receiving [M SG, ps , m, X]
21 add [M SG, ps , m, X] to pi .Rec
22 if pi = p̃s &m is new or pi 6= p̃s then
23
forward [M SG, ps , m, X] to neighbors
24
25
26
27
28

if
if
if
if

m is new then start timer T2
m is new & pi = p̃s then start timer T1
X = ps & run(T1 ) then cancel timer T1
∃(Xi , Xj ) ∈ pi .Rec & DP(ps , Xi , Xj ) & M.Xi 6= M.Xj then
send hA LERT, ps , pi , pi .Recii

30 on receiving hACCUSE, ps , pj , pj .Recij
31 add hACCUSE, ps , pj , pj .Recij to pi .Acc(ps )
32 if ∃(pj , pk ) ∈ pi .Acc(ps ) s.t. NZ(ps , pi , pj ) then
33
cancel timers, block ps
34
forward hACCUSE, ps , pj , pj .Recij and hACCUSE, ps , pk , pk .Recik
35 if cond then send hACCUSE, ps , pi , pi .Recii , cancel timers
40 on receiving hA LERT, ps , pi , pj .Recij
41 add hA LERT, ps , pi , pj .Recij to pi .Ale
42 if cond then
43
44

send hACCUSE, ps , pi , pi .Recii , cancel timers
remove hA LERTi from pi .Ale and hACCUSEi from pi .Acc

50 on timeout T1 & pi = p̃s
51 add [M SG, ps , , ps ] to pi .Rec, send hA LERT, ps , pi , pi .Recii
60 on timeout T2
61 if pred then deliver m, remove [M SG, ps , m, X] from pi .Rec

Fig. 3: Our protocol.
Our protocol can be based on either MT1 or MT2, leading
to a Byzantine reliable broadcast protocol or self-stabilizing
broadcast protocol. Under normal circumstances, nodes run
MT1 or MT2 with MACs based authenticated messages [M SG].
We use two types of signed messages—hA LERTi and hACCUSEi
to cope with failures. An hA LERTi message is triggered if
a node receives mismatching messages from disjoint paths.
However, a faulty node might issue an hA LERTi to frame the
sender. A correct node thus needs to rely on hA LERTi messages
in the same neighbor zone to rule out this possibility. After a
node is certain that the source node is faulty, it generates an
hACCUSEi message. A node discards all the messages related to

ps if it already generates an hACCUSEi message or receives two
hACCUSEi messages from nodes in the same neighbor zone.
Our protocol. The protocol is depicted in Fig. 3. Security
of our protocol is multi-tiered: when the networks are synchronous, it satisfies the definitions in Fig. 1; when the networks are asynchronous but senders are correct, our protocol
meets all the definitions except validity, in which case correct
nodes still always agree on the same set of messages.
Let X be the travel path of the message, M.pi denote the
message that pi receives from a source node ps , M.X be
the message pi receives from a path X, M.Xi = M.Xj
be the case where the messages from path Xi and Xj are
matching, run(Ti ) represent if the timer Ti has been started,
and p̃s be a neighbor of ps . Each node stores three sets
of messages, including pi .Rec for the [M SG], pi .Ale for the
hA LERTi messages, and pi .Acc for the hACCUSEi messages.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. A sender ps multicasts
a message [M SG, ps , m, X] to its neighbors. When a node pi
receives the message, it appends its id pi to X and forwards
the message to its neighbors, as shown in lines 22-23. Note
that if a neighbor pi receives a message from a source node
ps , it forwards the message only if the message is new. After
receiving a [M SG], pi may start two fixed timers T1 and T2 .
T1 is used for the neighbors of ps to monitor if they have
received the [M SG] from ps . The timer will be canceled if the
neighbor of ps receives the [M SG] from ps . Instead, T2 is a
timer used for any nodes to see if a desired condition pred
can be met before the timer expires (see lines 60-61). Recall
that we used the same notation pred when we describe MT1
and MT2 in Fig. 2. If our protocol is instantiated using, say,
MT1, then pred is defined as in Fig. 2, i.e., pred returns 1 if
a node receives matching messages from two disjoint paths.
Line 10 specifies a condition, which is used by nodes to
verify if the source node is faulty based on their own hA LERTi
and hACCUSEi sets. The first and second OR clauses match
Type I and Type II equivocation, respectively. The first clause
aims to check if there exists at least three nodes in some
NZ(ps ) such that their hA LERTi and hACCUSEi sets contain
three inconsistent messages. Note that there exists at most one
faulty node in any neighbor zone of ps . If ps sent consistent
messages to all its neighbors, it would be impossible that three
of its neighbors (two of which must be correct) claim they
received inconsistent messages. The second clause checks if
there exists at least four nodes in some NZ(ps ) such that two
of them received m while another two of them received a
different message m0 . Similarly, if the source node is correct,
the condition will not be satisfied.
We do not need to worry about the Type III sender failures,
because this type of failures are effectively masked by our
protocol (an example coming shortly.)
When cond is satisfied, a node sends a message
hACCUSE, ps , pi , pi .Recii to all the neighbors. When a node
receives two hACCUSEi messages from two nodes in the same
neighbor zone, it can also confirm that the source node is
faulty. From then on, it ignores any messages which are from

ps and hA LERTi and hACCUSEi messages related to ps , and
discards the corresponding hA LERTi and hACCUSEi sets.
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Fig. 4: Examples for Type I and Type II failures.
Examples. Consider an example in Fig. 4 and suppose that
all the nodes are in NZ(p1 ). Fig. 4a illustrates Type I equivocation, where p1 sends m to p2 , m0 to p4 , and m00 to p7 .
All the nodes will send an hA LERTi message, because they
will all receive inconsistent messages from disjoint paths, and
all the nodes will receive hA LERTi messages satisfying the
first clause in cond. Thus, all the correct nodes can confirm
that p1 is faulty and generate an hACCUSEi message. Fig. 4b
illustrates Type II equivocation, where p1 sends m to two of
its neighbors and m0 to two other neighbors. Likewise, all
the nodes will receive conflicting messages and generate an
hA LERTi message. For instance, p2 receives m from X = {p1 }
and m0 from the path X = {p1 , p6 , p5 , p3 }. After the nodes
receive the hA LERTi messages, they can all verify cond and
generate hACCUSEi messages.
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Fig. 5: Example for a Type III failure.
We point out that it is “impossible” to detect a Type III
faulty sender, if we consider the case where source nodes
multicast messages without using signatures. The reason is that
Type III is indistinguishable from the case with a faulty nonsource node. Let’s consider an example in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a,
we assume that the source node p1 is faulty. It sends m to
nodes p2 , p4 , and p7 , and sends m0 to p6 . In Fig. 5b, we
assume that p1 is correct and but one of its neighbors p6 is
faulty. If p6 changes m to m0 and sends m0 to other nodes,
then no one can discover if conflicting messages are due to
p1 or p6 . Fortunately, this type of failures can be effectively
tolerated by MT protocols and also our protocol.
V. C ORRECTNESS P ROOF
We begin by recalling several lemmas in MT. Lemma V.1
and Lemma V.2 are the properties of the Z-resilient networks,
while Lemma V.3 are the properties of MT1 and MT2.

Lemma V.1. Let ps be a Byzantine node. Let pi and pj be
two neighbors of ps . There exists a correct path of at most
α = ∆Z hops connecting pi and pj .
Lemma V.2. Let pi and pj be two correct nodes. There exists
a correct path of at most β = 2D∆ hops connecting pi and pj.
Lemma V.3. Let pi and pj be two non-neighbors correct
nodes. Node pj accepts message m from pi within at most
γ time and never accepts another message from pi . For MT1,
γ = 8D∆2 ZT and for MT2, γ = 12D∆2 ZT , where T is the
upper bound on the channel transmission time.
Our protocol can be based on either MT1 or MT2. We focus on
the case of MT1 and the other case is similar. The validity, no
duplication, and no creation properties essentially follow from
MT. The crux is to prove the correctness of the agreement
property.
Theorem V.4. (Agreement) If a message m is delivered by
some correct nodes, then m is eventually delivered by every
correct node.
Proof. MT shows that agreement is satisfied if the sender is
correct. We demonstrate that any sender equivocation behavior
can be either eventually and accurately detected by all the
correct nodes or tolerated by our protocol.
To this end, we prove the following claims in the rest of
the section: 1) Type I and Type II failures can be eventually
identified by all the nodes; 2) Correct nodes never accept
any messages from senders who exhibit Type I or Type II
failures; 3) If the sender is correct, it will never be accused by
correct nodes; and 4) Type III failures do not introduce any
inconsistency. The agreement property of our protocol will
then easily follow from the above claims and the agreement
property of MT.

Below we prove the four claims for Theorem V.4.
Theorem V.5. Type I and Type II Byzantine senders can be
always detected by at least two correct nodes in some neighbor
zone. After at most (3α + β)T + T1 time, all the correct nodes
learn that the sender ps is faulty.
Proof. We first prove in Lemma V.6 that Type I and Type II
failures can be effectively detected by nodes in some neighbor
zone. Then we show that eventually all the correct nodes learn
the fact and we upper bound the time in Lemma V.7.
Lemma V.6. Type I and Type II Byzantine senders can
be always detected by at least two correct nodes in some
neighbor zone NZ(ps ). Nodes in the network will all receive
the hACCUSEi messages.
Proof. We first show that in the presence of Type I and
Type II Byzantine senders, all the correct nodes in NZ(ps ) will
generate hA LERTi messages and we distinguish two cases:
1) Assume that none of messages which the faulty source node
sends is an empty message. We claim that correct nodes will
receive conflicting messages from disjoint paths in NZ(ps ).
Indeed, according to Lemma V.1, there exists a correct path

between any two correct nodes. Therefore, correct nodes will
then generate hA LERTi messages.

Theorem V.9. If the source ps is correct, it will never be
accused by correct nodes.

2) Assume otherwise there exists at least one correct node (say,
pi ) which the sender sent an empty message. Recall that if pi
learns a non-empty message from any other node in NZ(ps ), it
starts a timer T1 . If p1 does not receive any message from ps
before the timer expires, it sends an hA LERTi message. This
additional step allows pi to know if ps sent some message to
other neighbors but did not send any message to it. (The rest
of the scenario is now the same as the above one.)

Proof. Suppose a correct node accused a source node ps .
According to our protocol, this node either received messages
that satisfy cond (type I) or received two hACCUSEi messages
from nodes in the same neighbor zone (type II). For type II,
since there is one faulty in NZ(ps ), one of the two nodes that
sent hACCUSEi messages must be correct. This indicates that
the correct node either received messages that satisfy cond,
or received two hACCUSEi messages from some other nodes
in the zone. Inductively, we can prove that for type II, there
exists some correct node that received messages that satisfy
cond. Therefore, in both cases, there exists some correct node
that received messages that satisfy cond and for this reason it
sent an hACCUSEi message.
For this correct node, if the first clause of cond was satisfied,
there exist three nodes whose hA LERTi messages contain three
inconsistent messages from three disjoint paths in NZ(ps ). In
this case, either ps sent three inconsistent messages or at least
two of them are faulty. As there is at most one faulty node in
each NZ(ps ), we know that ps is faulty. On the other hand,
if the second clause of cond was satisfeid, either ps sent two
messages and each of them reached at least two nodes or at
least two of them are faulty. Likewise, we can conclude that
ps is faulty. The theorem now follows.


We now show that correct nodes in NZ(ps ) will generate
hACCUSEi messages. Note that hA LERTi messages contain the
[M SG] received from ps and their travel paths. For Type I
senders, there exist three correct nodes whose hA LERTi messages contain three inconsistent messages from three disjoint
paths in NZ(ps ). This will satisfy the first clause of cond and
these nodes will generate hACCUSEi messages. Likewise, for
Type II senders, there exist at least two correct nodes which
generate hACCUSEi messages. Since there exists a correct path
between any two correct nodes, it is easy to see that all correct
nodes in the network will receive hACCUSEi messages.
Lemma V.7. All the correct nodes learn that ps is faulty after
at most (3α + β)T + T1 time.
Proof. We consider the worst case where some nodes in
NZ(ps ) need to wait for the timer T1 to verify if the source
node sends an empty message. In this case, a node pi in
NZ(ps ) needs at most 1 αT time to learn that another node
pj in NZ(ps ) receive at least a message, say m (according to
Lemma V.1), and then waits for 2 T1 time before pi send an
hA LERTi message. For those nodes in NZ(ps ) that have already
received m, it takes another 3 αT time for them to receive
the hA LERTi message and generate their hA LERTi messages.
After the nodes in NZ(ps ) generate hA LERTi messages, it takes
4 αT time for the nodes to receive the hA LERTi messages
and generate hACCUSEi messages. For the rest of nodes in
the graph, according to Lemma V.2, there exists a correct
path of at most β hops connecting any two correct nodes,
so it takes at most 5 βT time for the rest of nodes to learn
that ps is faulty after receiving two hACCUSEi messages.
Notice that since T represents the transmission time in the
network, T1 can be set to T for a neighbor node to detect the
failure of the source. Summing up 1 to 5 , the maximum
time is (3α + β)T + T1 = (3α + β + 1)T . As shown in
Lemma V.3, nodes will not accept any other messages after
γ time. Therefore, the timer T2 can be set to be max(γ,
(3α + β + 1)T ). This guarantees that before T2 times out,
all the correct nodes can receive hACCUSEi messages.

The theorem now follows.



Theorem V.8. Correct nodes never accept any messages from
senders who exhibit Type I or Type II failures.
Proof. Setting the timer T2 as the upper bound in the above
lemma, the theorem trivially follows, as our protocol requires
each node to wait for T2 time to deliver the messages.


Theorem V.10. Type III failures do not introduce inconsistency.
Proof. If ps only sends a message m0 to one neighbor and
m to all other neighbors, a correct node will not receive a
message from two disjoint paths. This is because there is at
most one correct node in NZ(ps ) and the message is sent to
at least two neighbors so that a node can accept m0 .

VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION
We used the OMNeT++ Discrete Event Simulator [36]
to model our algorithm. Each simulation begins with an
initialization stage, during which the nodes send initialization
messages in order to set up the network topology and to detect
their neighbors.
We implemented the following algorithms and compared
them with our algorithm. 1) Baseline-MAC: A MAC-based
multicast protocol where nodes use MACs for message authentication in authenticated channels; 2) Baseline-DS: A digital
signature-based multicast protocol, where nodes use digital
signatures for message authentication; 3) MT algorithms.
For Baseline-MAC and Baseline-DS, we implemented the
conventional gossip algorithm. Namely, both protocols are
based on a multicast protocol, where a source node will
send a message to each of its neighbors, which in turn will
forward that message to each of their neighbors until all nodes
have received the message. Baseline-MAC is efficient but
does not provide meaningful fault tolerant guarantees. Instead,
Baseline-DS is more robust and can detect sender equivocation, but still it fails to handle cases such as sender crashes.
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Fig. 6: Protocol evaluation.
signatures are more expensive than MACs and our algorithm
uses digital signatures when failures occur. The introduction of
hA LERTi and hACCUSEi messages in the presence of the faulty
node also introduces more network traffic. Our algorithm
achieves similar throughput, however, with Baseline-MAC.
This shows that in the case where there are fewer failures,
our algorithm generates low overhead for failure detection.
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We utilized HMAC [3] and RSA-FDH [4] to implement the
underlying MAC and digital signature, respectively.
We implemented our protocol on top of MT1 and compare
with MT2 in failure scenarios. Indeed, both our protocol and
MT2 can deal with faulty senders, though via very different
perspectives and with different properties. We implemented
a failure injection mechanism where a number of random
nodes are selected during each simulation. The faulty nodes
can be further specified as either faulty source nodes or faulty
non-source nodes or both. If a node is the source node, it
simply equivocates to the neighbors by generating inconsistent
messages with the same timestamp. If a node is a non-source
node, it tampers with or falsifies the content of the messages
and forwards to the neighbors.
We generate a random cyclic topology with a minimum of 3
nodes in each cycle. We use several benchmarks to evaluate a
cyclic network with different traffic. For the x benchmark,
each node multicasts a message to its neighbors every x
ms. We evaluate throughput as the number of messages per
simulation time (SimTime), and delivery rate as the percentage
of messages received versus messages sent. Messages sent by
the source node to the network are considered meaningful
messages. All other invalid messages that correct nodes will
not deliver are considered meaningless.
Faulty source node detection overhead. We compare failurefree cases for the Baseline-MAC and Baseline-DS algorithms
with the faulty source node case for our algorithm. We
compare Baseline-MAC and our algorithm to evaluate the
overhead for our algorithm. Although Baseline-MAC does
not handle any failures, we can compare Baseline-MAC in
the failure-free case and our algorithm in the failure case
to evaluate the overhead of our faulty source node detection
algorithm. We then compare Baseline-DS and our algorithm to
show our algorithm’s efficiency in utilizing digital signatures,
where in Baseline-DS, nodes are able to detect a faulty source
node due to receiving mismatched messages.
We evaluate the three algorithms using a 200 benchmark
and a single faulty source node. The benchmark determines
the frequency that a faulty node sends false messages. Fig. 6a
shows that our algorithm has a consistently higher throughput
than Baseline-DS. This is caused by the fact that digital

Number of Faults
Proposed Algorithm

MT2

Fig. 7: Average throughput vs. number of faults.
Throughput. We compare MT and our algorithm in both the
case where source nodes are faulty and non-source nodes are
faulty. We use 200 benchmark and one failure in the network.
Fig. 6a shows the case where the source node is faulty. Our
algorithm achieves lower throughput than MT in the beginning
and higher throughput later in the experiment. This is due to
the hA LERTi and hACCUSEi messages that are introduced into
the network. As the faulty nodes begin to send false messages
with an increased frequency, more hA LERTi and hACCUSEi
messages are generated. The lower the frequency, the faster
we can confirm that there is a failure which results in a lower
throughput initially. We also compare the performance where
non-source nodes are faulty. Notice that the non-source nodes
can ”frame” correct source nodes by altering the content of
once correct messages. It can be observed in Fig. 6b that our
algorithm achieves lower throughput in this situation.
Additionally, we evaluate the case with various benchmarks
that represent faulty node sending frequency. We randomly
select 3 faulty nodes in a network of 12 nodes. As shown
in Fig. 6c, the average throughput of our algorithm in each

benchmark is lower than MT. This is due to there being more
false messages in the network as the frequency increases. Our
algorithm detects the faulty node and alerts other nodes, which
in turn do not forward any of the false messages. This results in
a lower average throughput. We later test the case where nodes
behave as faulty source nodes and multicast false messages. As
shown in Fig. 7, our algorithm has a higher throughput in the
presence of failures. The throughput is lower when there are
no failures because our algorithm does not repetitively send
the same message. We observe that our algorithm allows nodes
perform more efficiently after a failure has been detected.
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Delivery rate. As shown in Fig. 8, our algorithm consistently
achieves a higher delivery rate than MT. This is because any
decrease in delivery rate caused by a faulty node is balanced
by the introduction of hA LERTi and hACCUSEi messages.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We presented the first Byzantine reliable broadcast protocol
for sparse networks that can tolerate Byzantine senders in
synchronous environments. We developed new techniques for
fault detection. Our protocol is efficient for both fault-free and
failure scenarios; in particular within gracious executions no
public key cryptographic operations are needed. Finally, we
implemented and evaluated our protocol. Our experimental
evaluation shows that our protocol has high throughput and
high failure resilience.
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